
ONEIDA TRIBAL JUDICIAL SYSTEM 
TRIAL COURT 

_______________________________________________________________________________ !
Michael T. Debraska, Leah Sue Dodge, ! ! ! Case No.: 14-TC-190 
Franklin Cornelius, Petitioners    
        
v.        Date:  November 6, 2014 
Oneida Business Committee, Oneida Election Board, 
Oneida Law Office, Respondents!
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

  
AMEND COMPLAINT 

_______________________________________________________________________________  !!
 Plaintiffs seek to incorporate the following into their Complaint filed on Wednesday, 

November 5, 2014, in case 14-TC-190 regarding their request for a TRO & Preliminary 

Injunction against the Special Election currently scheduled for November 22, 2014. 

 In Section II, Facts Surrounding Claim, the following three (3) paragraphs are to be 

inserted between paragraphs 3 and 4: 

[START] 

 The September 15, 2014, Opinion by Chief Counsel Jo Anne House 

[Exhibit R] included in the October 16, 2014, GTC Meeting packet states on 

page 6, “it is not entirely clear if a primary election should be held. The 

purpose of a primary election was to reduce the number of candidates to either 

the top two (officer positions) or 15 candidates for the five Council member 

positions. This would equal three candidates for the five Council member 

positions, or 15 candidates for a single Council member position. The 

legislative history suggests the former is the intent. Since this is for a single 
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positions, it is not likely that a primary will result in narrowing the field 

considerably since 15 candidates would be transferred to the final ballot. It is a 

policy decision regarding whether a primary should be conducted if a Special 

Election is called.” 

 The Chief Counsel’s analysis is flawed, however, as it fails to recognize 

that GTC Resolution 01-04-10-A, Amendments to the Election Law [Exhibit 

F] clearly states, “proposed amendments to the [Election] Law were presented 

to the GTC on October 11, 2008 and the GTC approved the amendments that 

pertained to conducting primary elections and deferred the rest of the 

amendments to the July 11, 2009 GTC,” yet those amendments were then 

deferred three more times until January 04, 2010 when they were finally 

adopted by GTC. This shows that the necessity of a holding a primary 

regarding OBC positions was considered a very important matter by GTC. 

 The Election Law [Exhibit E], as approved and amended by GTC, says 

nothing at 2.12, Section A., Primary Elections; Business Committee, or 

anywhere else in the Law, regarding a distinction between the necessity of 

holding a primary for a Special Election as opposed to a General Election 

when there are more than sixteen (16) candidates for the at-large council 

member positions. Nor does the Election Law make any distinction regarding 

the number of OBC Council member positions to which the Law applies, so 

the requirement for a primary is the same for one position as it is for five. 
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 In fact, the Election Law states at 2.12-12, “All Special Elections shall 

follow rules established for all other elections.” Therefore, not holding a 

primary sixty (60) days prior to the election to address the OBC vacancy if 

there are sixteen (16) or more candidates to address the OBC vacancy requires 

that GTC vote by a two-thirds (2/3) majority to amend or temporarily suspend 

the requirement in the Election Law to hold a primary. No such vote was 

taken at the October 26, 2014, GTC Meeting, and until GTC votes otherwise, 

the requirement in the Election Law for a primary and not simply a matter of a 

“policy decision” as the Chief Counsel falsely claims, but is instead a matter 

of established Tribal Law and must be treated as such by the Trial Court. 

[END] 

 Also in Section II, Facts Surrounding Claim, the following paragraph is to be inserted 

between paragraphs 11 and 12: 

[START] 

 Robert's Rules of Order As Used by the General Tribal Council [Exhibit I], 

which is posted on the OTIW website, reads as follows: 

Motion to Reconsider 

This motion is brought forward by a member wishing to 

bring a matter back before the body. The matter must be on 

the agenda and the membership must have received 

reasonable notice. The motion must be seconded, and it 
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requires a majority vote. If the vote passes, the motion or 

prior action is on the floor as if the prior vote did not occur. 

 Note: There are circumstances when reconsidering a 

prior motion is not in order. 

Therefore, the wording of the motion, "to reconsider adoption of option B," as 

was typed on the projectors before the vote was taken, as seen in the video of 

the GTC Meeting [Exhibit H] and as replicated in the GTC Meeting Action 

Report [Exhibit J], can only legally mean that the motion was solely for GTC 

to reconsider but not to adopt Option B. It is the wording of the motion that 

GTC relied on in voting, and the intentions of the motioner and the seconder 

and the belief of the Chair based on her consultation with the Parliamentarian 

are thus irrelevant. Therefore, General Tribal Council did not take any legal 

action to adopt any options to address the OBC vacancy at the October 26, 

2014, GTC Meeting. The caucus which took place at the GTC Meeting and 

the scheduling of a Special Election for November 22, 2014 were both illegal 

and must be considered null and void, and GTC must reconvene at another 

duly noticed and held GTC meeting in order to legally adopt any action 

regarding the OBC vacancy as GTC has not done so yet. 

[END] 

 Additionally, in Section II, Facts Surrounding Claim, the following paragraph is to be 

inserted between paragraphs 12 and 13: 

[START] 
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 A page on the OTIW website shows a Notice for a “Special Election to fill 

the OBC vacancy” to be held on November 22, 2014 [Exhibit P], and has a 

link to a Sample Ballot posted on the OTIW website which lists the names of 

sixteen (16) candidates [Exhibit Q], yet that number might not include those 

Tribe members who may have filed petitions to be included as candidates on 

the final ballot. 

[END] 

 In Section III, Applicable Laws, paragraph 5 is to be amended to read as follows: 

[START] 

5.  Robert�s Rules of Order As Used by the General Tribal Council 

[Exhibit I], which is posted on the OTIW website, says: 

Two-Thirds Vote ��used to overturn a previous action as 

identified in the Ten Day Notice Policy. Requires two-thirds 

of those voting to take action, excluding those who choose 

to abstain. The total number of votes, divided by three, 

multiplied by two. Fragments are included in the �yes��votes 

as that is where two-thirds of the vote lies. 

And: 

Motion to Reconsider 

This motion is brought forward by a member wishing to 

bring a matter back before the body. The matter must be on 

the agenda and the membership must have received 
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reasonable notice. The motion must be seconded, and it 

requires a majority vote. If the vote passes, the motion or 

prior action is on the floor as if the prior vote did not occur. 

 Note: There are circumstances when reconsidering a 

prior motion is not in order. 

[END] 

 With the exception of Exhibits P, Q, and R, which are included with this document, all of 

the other exhibits cited above were already submitted along with the Complaint filed with the 

Trial Court on Wednesday, November 5, 2014. 

 Plaintiffs would also like to note for the record that, given the need to address these 

matters in a timely manner, it would obviously be inappropriate for this case to be transferred to 

the Oneida Judiciary which will not be scheduling hearings until March 2015 at the earliest. 

 Therefore Plaintiffs strongly preemptively object to potential requests by any of the 

Respondents to transfer this case, which would clearly be understood by Plaintiffs as merely a 

stall tactic in an unlawful attempt to allow the Special Election illegally scheduled for Saturday, 

November 22, 2014, to proceed despite the fact that no legal vote was taken at the October 16, 

2014, GTC Meeting to adopt any actions to address the OBC vacancy, and the Tribal 

Constitution requires that GTC, not the Respondents, make the final decision at a duly noticed 

and held GTC Meeting as to how to address any vacancy on the OBC. 

!
!
!
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 Signed this 6th day of November, 2014, 

!
!
 ______________________________ 
 Michael T. Debraska, Petitioner !!
 ______________________________ 
 Franklin Cornelius, Petitioner !!
 ______________________________ 
 Leah Sue Dodge, Petitioner 
  PO Box 95 
  Oneida, WI 54155 
  920-321-8133 !!
All Appellants can be contacted via Leah Sue Dodge, PO Box 95, Oneida, Wisconsin, 54155
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2014 Special Election to fill the OBC vacancy
November 22, 2014 
7 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Oneida Community Health Center 
525 Airport Dr., Oneida, WI 54155 
&  
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE COUNCIL PERSON
Choose ONE (1) 

□ LINDA (BUFFY) DALLAS

□ MARK A. POWLESS SR. 

□ KIRBY METOXEN

□ DAVID P. (FLEET) JORDAN

□ AMANDA J. GERONDALE

□ CATHY BACHHUBER

□ MIKE MOUSSEAU

□ DAN G. SKENANDORE

□ CLIFFORD DANFORTH

□ LEE NINHAM

□ MICHAEL B. (TEACHER) KING

□ JUSTINE HILL

□ ALAN R. (BUMPER) KING

□ ANTHONY (TEE) FRANCO

□ DANELLE WILSON

□ THOMAS ESPINOSA

November 22, 2014

ONEIDA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN
 OBC VACANCY SPECIAL ELECTION BALLOT

Exhibit Q
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